A more specific goal, stated by Harlan Mills, is to "divide, connect, and check an intended function by reexpressing it as an equivalent structure of properly connected subfunctions, each solving part of the problem, and each simpler than the original to further divide, connect and check .... ... each rehement is taken as a working hypotheses for further investigation to be judged either sound or amended as its implication becomes clear." ' In thls article, we are interested in exploring whether or not the traditional notion of stepwise refinement can be reexpressed as a combination of general problem-solving activities that are based on paradigms taken from artificial intelligence research. This reexpression can form the basis for a more explicit view of programming as a problem-solving activ-ity. For intelligent programming environments to become a forceful presence in software development, they must be able to explicitly support the basic problemsolving activities programmers perform.
The examples of stepwise rehement given in the literature seldom refer to these generic problem-solving activities exolicitlv. We believe it is volve a different problem-solving activity. Therefore, to characterize a rehement step precisely, the designer must know how individual stubs are modified. The refinement activity associated with a single stub is called an elaboration.
Changes made in an elaboration are expressed in term of modifications to the target-code and stub 
merit process that will
Examples of stepwise refinement in the We also developed a model that relates changes in pseudocode structures with generic problem-solving activities.j We implemented the model using both refinement and partial metrics to measure changes in pseudocode structure. T h s techmque lets us encode each rehement step in terms of the basic problem-solving activities that it supports.
RELATING METRICS AND PARADIGMS
A pseudocode program has two components, stub and code. Each refinement step is described in terms of the changes made to each component. Designers use two types of metrics, corresponding to stub and code refinement, to quantitatively describe the changes made in each refinement step. Each metric is based on changes in the size of a binary encoded description of its respective component made by a design decision. These encoded descriptions taken together characterize a problem-solving activity.
Each stub can be viewed as a problem to be solved. If more than one stub is dealt with in a refinement step, more than one problem-solving paradigm might be involved because each stub's solution can incode to the pseudo&de or remove it. If the target code's structure is more complex after the elaboration, the code has expanded relative to that metric. If it is less complex, it has reduced.
Thus, stepwise refinement can be viewed as a sequence of elaborations that result in the formation of a program in a =get language from an initial function specification. The task of generating a program module given a functional specificationis an example of a formation problem. In a formation problem, the problem conditions are given in the fonil ~f properties that the solution as a whole must satisfy, and the problem solver has to generate a solution description within a language of solution structures that satisfies the required proper tie^.^ Here, the problem conditions correspond to the generation of a software system that satisfies a given VO specification and can be synthesized using a pseudocode language and a target language with a specified grammar.
The steps taken to translate stepwise refinement into a sequence of elaborations, each associated with an activity that supports a paradigm for solving formation problems, are 1. Describe the problem-solving paradigms used to solve formation problems.
Predict the changes to pseudocode
program structure expected when a problem-solving activity based on a paradigm is performed.
3 . Select the metria that can measure those expected changes. 4 . Analyze the results.
DESCRIBING PARADIGMS
The most popular paradigms used to solve formation problems are production system, reduction system, and relaxed reduction.
Produaion system T h s paradigm uses the notion of state-space search. Given the space of all possible pseudocode programs for a pseudocode language and a target language, the problem is to find a sequence of design decisions that produce a path through the state space that termnates with a program in the target language satisfymg the required VO behavior. Herbert Simon describes programming in t h~s way, as a heuristic search through a program space.' To express a problem in terms of state-space search, you must d e h e the set of allowable states, the possible moves to go &om one state to another, an evaluation function for states, and a state-selection function. There are, in principle, no constraints on allowable moves w i h n the space, so there are no restrictions on the way in which stubs can be elaborated. Problem-solving activities like unrestricted stub decomposition, pruning of the problem space, and backtracking are supported here.
Reduction system. This paradigm is similar to the production-system paradigm, except in the type of allowable moves. The reduction-system paradigm allows only the moves that transform the current state into one closer to completion. In the formation problem described earlier, each stub can be viewed as corresponding to a subproblem to be solved. A problem-reduction move corresponds to the replacement of stubs with new stubs. Each stub is associated with one or more independent subproblems that are easier to solve. A reduction move is said to be terminal if a stub is replaced completely with target code.
The result of any reduction move is to increase the amount of completed code in the program.
Rebxed reduttkn. This paradigm is used when the subproblems produced by a stub's decomposition are not independent. Relaxed reduction treats each subproblem as independent, solves each separately, and then adjusts the partial solutions to be consistent with each other.
Adjustment is either done as soon as inconsistencies arise or deferred until all the subproblems are solved.
PREDICTING CHANGES
The first task in predicting the pseudocode changes expected with each paradigm is to characterize individual elaborations according to how they support the problem-solving activities associated with the paradigms. Table 1 shows a possible classification scheme to associate each problem-solving activity with the changes it is likely to produce. Each category enforces a particular set of constraints on the structural changes made by elaborations that support it. Acategorymaydescribe an activity associated with more than one paradigm.
Stub reduction. The first row in the table describes activities associated with the two reduction paradigms (reduction system and relaxed reduction If the subproblems generated by decomposition are not independent, the designer may have to adjust the partial solutions to reflect these dependencies. When the adjustments made during stub decomposition allow for the consolidation or reduction of existing code structures, stub reduction and code expansion are e h bited together. This resolution activity falls in the first row, third column. The strategy behind relaxed reduction is to solve each subproblem separately. Thus, adjustment often removes redundant code in the solution of each subproblem rather than adding new code.
Stub expatsion
The second row of the table shows stub-expansion activities. These are the general activities that support problem solving. The second column describes elaborations that produce both stub and code expansion. Pruning of structural solutions falls into th~s category. In pruning, a stub of a given syntax class is replaced with a stub of an equal or more zomplex class. The new stub is embedded in new target code that reflects a more precise interpretation of a stub's characterization, pruning away old alternatives.
For example, a stub ofclass statement is replaced by target code representing a conditional branch and a new stub of class statement, embedded w i h the code. In h s example, a specific syntactic structure was selected, removing other alternatives From consideration.
Backtraclung, which corresponds to stub expansion and code reduction (second row, h r d column) is also an important activity in problem-solving systems. Decomposition can lead to an inadequate solution, so designers backtrack to an earlier point in the design by removing portions of existing code and replacing the associated stubs with more complex ones.
Backtracking activities will always be a necessity in the generation of novel designs.
SELECTING METRICS
Designers use two types ofmetrics to describe changes in the pseudocode. Refinement mebics are used to track changes in the stub component;' p d a l metrics are used to track changes in the code component' Refinement metric% Refinement metrics characterize the difficulty of the implementation task associated with the decomposition of a stub into target code. The difficulty is expressed in terms of the grammar for the target language. The estimated complexity of the task is computed relative to the nonrecursive directed acyclic graph for the grammar. That is, all indirect and direct recursion is eliminated from the productions that constitute the grammar. Figure 1 shows part of the constrained graph for the Backus Naur f orm grammar of a simple language. Each nonterminal node represents a syntactic class or category and has an associated support subtree consisting of the set of all possible nodes and arcs reachable from the nonterminal node.
Refinement depth represents the number of decisions necessary in the worst case to turn a stub associated with a syntactic class into complete code. Depth is determined by counting each arc in the longest path in a syntactic class's support subtree from a root to a leaf. In Figure 1 , the support subtree for the syntactic class is outh e d in a triangle-hke shape. The longest path is deheated by bold arcs. It takes a maximum of eight productions to transform the expression into complete target code.
Refinement breadth corresponds to the diameter for the subtree associated with a syntactic class. It is measured by counting the number of unique productions in the class's support subtree. In the same figure, the 2 2 unique productions are shown in dashed ha.
Refinement volume reflects the worstcase number of bits needed to encode (describe) the sequence of productions used in implementing a syntactic class associated with a nonterminal node, nt. It is calculated by combining refinement depth and breadth:
volume(nt) = depth(7zt) x log?(breadth(nt)) where log2breadth) is the number of bits required to uniquely encode any of the nonterminal nodes reachable from nt at each step and depth is the worst-case number of steps needed to implement the class.
Refinement volume measures changes in the structural complexity of a stub produced during elaboration.6 It measures the binary encoding of the production sequences (from the target language's grammar) needed to transform the syntactic category associated with the stub into target code. As such it measures how difficult in terms of language, the stub is to implement. Stub reduction occurs when the refinement volume associated with each new stub is less than the size of the implementation task associated with its parent. Stub expansion occurs when the refinement volume for at least one of the new stubs is greater than that of its m r m t.
r---Partial metrics. Partial metrics, which describe code complexity, are based on the idea that pseudocode has two component classes: projected and prescribed.' T h e projected component consists of the current set of stubs in the program. The information associated with these stubs is currences in the program and n is the number of unique occurrences of both operators and operands.
Changes in the target code's structural complexity produced during the elaboration of a stub are expressed as changes in prescribed volume. Code expands when the prescribedvolume for the pseudocode program increases after elaboration. Code reduces when the prescribed volume decreases after elaboration.
ANALYZING RESULTS
The last step in relating stepwise refinement to problem solving is to translate the elaboration classifications into the problem solving activity they represent. In all 26 problems, we computed the change in refinement volume and prescribed volume for each elaboration. We then used thls data to encode stepwise refinement in terms of the problem-solving activities using the classification scheme in Table 1 . Table 2 gives the number of elaborations in the sample that correspond to The next most frequently observed activity, relaxed reduction, occurs when existing code is reduced in conjunction with a stub-reduction decision. These transformations represent code-optimization decisions for the most part. Relaxed-reduc-tion activities that produce more complex target code in conjunction with stub reduction are counted in the problem-reduction class.
Refinement mebics
The final category is pruning. Only six elaborations, from four refinement examples, are of this type. Although the numbers for this activity are rather small, it is still important in the overall process. The problems that use pruning are some of the more complex among the 26. These examples may actually be more representative of the real-world problems designers hce. That these operations are present, even as part of a solution for a relatively simple problem, indicates their importance.
Changes in stub complexity

SAMPLE SEQUENCES
Change in code complexity Code reduction
Code expamion
To illustrate the variety of paradigms we actually observed in the 26 examples, we present three encoded sample refinement sequences. (We modified the problems slightly to help standardize data collection and presentation.) Each example is described as an indexed sequence of refinement steps. A refinement step can consist of multiple elaborations, and each elaboration is encoded to represent one of the four categories in Table 1 . Each refinement step is described as a collection of symbols, in which each symbol corresponds to an elaboration class. . .
Pruning
Eight Queens. The example in Figure 2 is the solution to the Eight Queens problem (described in the box on p. 81) as described by Wirth in h s ground-brealang paper on stepwise rehement' T h e encoded sequence demonstrates a consistent problemreduction approach over the first 13 refinement steps, as Table 3 shows.
The final refinement consists of two major activities. One is performed by an elaboration that suppom a relaxed-reduction approach, whch led to a more efficient code structure. The other is the selection of an approach for handling a termination process that emerged during the finishing touches of the design. The new stub is more complex than its parent because it contains a more specific solution structure.
Because the design in the Eight Queens example focuses on implementing a particular approach (algorithm or heuristic), problem reduction is the dominant activity followed by a set of activities that tie up loose ends in the design. Tying up loose ends is similar to making design decisions that depend on decisions about other tasks. Examples of tasks that often &bit such interdependence are code optimization and exception handling, both ofwhich are in the Eight Queens example. This sequence of problem-reduction operations followed by the solution of subproblems requiring global information is certady the norm among the 26 examples. Designers can use this approach when the problem is well-defined and they know the a l g o r i h c structure ofits sohtion for the most part.
Some refinement sequences in other examples differed markedly from this approach primarily because the nature of the problems to be solved was different. Two possible alternative problem classes are 1. Problems that can be solved in a transformational manner. That is, an quence of each is given in Table 3 along withtheEight Queens problem.
Maximum of Three Numbers. Figure 3 shows this example, whch reflects the transformational approach. The task is to compute the maximum ofthree numbers. The initial approach is a simple extension of a solution that works for two numbers. This is implemented as two problem-reduction steps and a thlrd relaxedreduction step.
In step 3, the conditional control is reworked. T h s function did not produce the desired U 0 behavior and was modified by the transformation in step 4. _ _ _ r Still the control complexity was too high, so the designer backtracks by removing the detailed code and replacing it with a simple function call in step 5.
Step 6 corresponds to reducing the two calls into one and is an example of relaxed reduction. The final problem-reduction step completes the process.
In &IS example, the problem-solving activities combine to produce a simple rapid-prototyping solution within the context of stepwise refinement.
Read md Cakukte Day. Figure 4 shows &IS program, whch reads any date in the twentieth century and prints out the day of the week. The solution is effectively a collection of transformation rules. Initially, some of the more frequently applied rules are known but new situations develop as the design proceeds. These situations often relate to exception handling. As a result, backtracking takes place frequently as new situations are discovered and added to the design. This situation is particularly relevant with somewhat fuzzy problems hke interface design.
In problems such as th~s one, the goal is to satisfy the user, so the initial functional spechation doesn't have enough information for the designer to structure a solution h c t l y . T h q the designer uses a combination of problem-solving strategies that incrementally augment the current solution.
o develop a useful, intelligent program-T ming environment, designers must understand the nature of the problem-solving activities to be performed in that environment, Our experiments with a variety of problems show that designers can perform several problem-solving activities within the stepwise-refinement kamework. The presence of certain combinations of activities suggests that programmers are implicitly emulating certain paradigms that have proved useful in solving complex problems. Also, as the Wirth example suggests, a particular paradigm and its associated activities seem to be applied often throughout the refinement sequence for a given problem. It is also clear that the nature of the problem to be solved duences the type of activities performed to achieve a solution, as well as the problem-solving paradigm that theyimWhether the nature and the frequency of these problem-solving activities for textbook examples carries directly over to real-world activities remains to be seen. For example, backmaclung and pruning will occur more often when a designer is faced with more sophisticated problems.
We hope to see problem-solving paradigms and their supporting activities more explicitly integrated into stepwise refinement. We also expect to see new problemsolving paradigms emerge that are unique plicitly support.
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